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SUBSCRIPTIONS

LEVEL 1
ONLINE
DIGITAL
MEMBER

LEVEL 2
ONLINE
DIGITAL PRINT
MEMBER

12 MONTH ONLINE & DIGITAL MEMBER
FULL ACCESS TO ALL LIVE AND RECORDED VIRTUAL EVENTS /
WEBINARS / PODCASTS
FULL NEWS ARCHIVE ACCESS
FULL DIGITAL PUBLICATION & ARCHIVE ACCESS

£195

12 MONTH ONLINE & DIGITAL MEMBER + ALL PRINT
PUBLICATIONS
FULL ACCESS TO ALL LIVE AND RECORDED VIRTUAL EVENTS /
WEBINARS / PODCASTS
FULL NEWS ARCHIVE ACCESS
FULL DIGITAL PUBLICATION & ARCHIVE ACCESS
+ ALL PRINT PUBLICATIONS DELIVERED TO YOUR ADDRESS.

£425

12 MONTH AIRLINE ECONOMICS FULL ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP

LEVEL 3

FULL ACCESS TO ALL LIVE AND RECORDED VIRTUAL EVENTS /
WEBINARS / PODCASTS
FULL NEWS ARCHIVE ACCESS
FULL DIGITAL PUBLICATION & ARCHIVE ACCESS

FULL ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP

ALL PRINT PUBLICATIONS DELIVERED TO YOUR ADDRESS.
+ FULL ACCESS TO ALL AIRLINE ECONOMICS EVENTS AS A FULL
DELEGATE FOR 12 MONTHS – 11 EVENTS ACROSS THE GLOBE
FULLY INCLUDED.

£2,795
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FEBRUARY/MARCH ISSUE
Aviation 100 Awards 2020/2021
The full report of the winners of this year’s Aviation 100 awards, including interviews and
analysis of all of the deals of the year. We also provide an overview of the discussions
on stage and off from the Airline Economics Growth Frontiers Dublin 2021 conference.
Korea –
Over the past 12 months, aviation financiers and lessors have tapped into the growing
pool of liquidity from the Korean investor market. Ahead of the Airline Economics
Growth Frontiers conference in Seoul, this article speaks to all of the main participants in
the country and further afield to discuss their interests and targets in the aviation sector.
Finance Focus: Capital Markets review
This article tracks the growth of the aviation capital markets sector with a particular
focus on the continued evolution of asset backed securitisations.
Leasing Market Focus: Speculative orders and lease rate factors
The rebalancing of the aviation leasing market – an in-depth look at how the leasing
market has changed over the years and what it means for the future of the industry.

POST COVID-19 WORLD: Preparing for the future
The first in a series of articles that looks at how the commercial aviation industry is
changing in the digital world. This issue we look at big data – airlines, lessors and
manufacturers are collecting millions of gigabytes of data but who owns it, how
can each sector collect, collate and utilise the data it already has to improve its
business offerings.
Airline Profile & CEO Interview
Every issue, Airline Economics profiles one airline – examining its performance
over the past 12 months and its strategy for the following year, including fleet and
financing plans.
Asia-Pacific MRO regional review
This month, Airline Economics takes a deep look at the maintenance, repair and
overhaul market in the Asia-Pacific region.
Lessor CEO interview
Lease rates / Market Values & aircraft data

CLOSING DATES: INSERTIONS AND ORDERS: 2 FEBRUARY 2021 | MATERIALS: 5 FEBRUARY 2021 | PUBLICATION DATE: 12 FEBRUARY 2021
ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION: AIRLINE ECONOMICS GROWTH FRONTIERS KOREA 2021

APRIL/MAY ISSUE
Finance Focus: What happens when the liquidity dries up?
The correction is here: This article looks at where those drivers will come from and what
banks, airlines and lessors can do to minimise their exposure as the industry moves
through the wake of COVID-19 .
Leasing Focus: Secondary market survival
Airline Economics takes a closer look at trading aircraft in the secondary market. With
new deliveries ramping up, lessors are actively trading out the older aircraft in their fleet
as airlines continue to demand brand new aircraft, this article asks if the secondary
market has a future in this marketplace.
The investor perspective: Widebody aircraft
New investors in the aviation space are piling into heavily structured products secured
on widebody aircraft, Airline Economics examines this sector of the marketplace for
pitfalls and opportunities for investors.
Lessor CEO interview

Aviation2025: Preparing for the future
Airlines have been historically slow to adopt to new technology, while frequent outages
of frontline controls systems and processes continue to make headlines. This article
examines how airlines can benefit from refreshing their core systems to become digital
leaders in an increasingly digital world.
Airline Profile & CEO Interview
Every issue, Airline Economics profiles one airline – examining its performance
over the past 12 months and its strategy for the following year, including fleet and
financing plans.
Freighter focus
The change in consumer behaviour driven by next-day, prime delivery services is
creating more demand for delivery services but is this transferring to air freight?
Airline Economics examines the cargo market and assesses freighter demand around
the world.
Lease rates / Market Values & aircraft data

Europe MRO regional review

CLOSING DATES: INSERTIONS AND ORDERS: 9 APRIL 2021 | MATERIALS: 14 APRIL 2021 | PUBLICATION DATE: 16 APRIL 2021
ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION: DUBLIN AVIATION SUMMIT / AIRLINE ECONOMICS GROWTH FRONTIERS TOKYO 2021 / AIRLINE ECONOMICS GROWTH FRONTIERS TEL AVIV 2021

JUNE/JULY ISSUE
Finance Focus: Chasing yields
Yields are continually being squeezed and those traditional high-yielding products and
sectors are no longer delivering high returns, how can aviation finance vehicles satisfy
investor demand for alpha returns?
Leasing Focus: The end of the leasing golden age?
Aircraft leasing is a mature market, but the top of the cycle has been called, consolidation
of the major players is ending a long run, what’s next for the top tier lessors? More of the
same, or do business models need to change.
Airline Profile Interview
Every issue, Airline Economics profiles one airline – examining its performance
over the past 12 months and its strategy for the following year, including fleet and
financing plans.

Taxation
A look at the global taxation environment for investors in aircraft and engines.
Engine Leasing Special
The engine leasing market over the past five years and where it goes now
Airline Profile & CEO Interview
Every issue, Airline Economics profiles one airline – examining its performance
over the past 12 months and its strategy for the following year, including fleet and
financing plans.
Lessor CEO interview
Lease rates / Market Values & aircraft data

The lifecycle of an aircraft and the 2035 question
Is a 25-year useful life still feasible? Was the question – Now is it 15 years?

CLOSING DATES: : INSERTIONS AND ORDERS: 3 JUNE 2021 | MATERIALS: 4 JUNE 2021 | PUBLICATION DATE: 15 JUNE 2021
ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION: PARIS AIR SHOW 2021
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EDITORIAL PLAN 2021
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER ISSUE
Investing in aircraft issue
We look in depth at the global aircraft market, leasing, maintenance costs and reserves,
supply and demand for parts, orders and deliveries economics.

Storage
All aircraft owners will need to park their aircraft at some point in time. This article
assesses the main options for parking aircraft and assesses recent storage trends.

Finance Focus: Regulation
As the new Basel rules solidify and MiFID II begins to bite, this article examines how
regulation around the world is impacting the aviation industry.

Airline Profile & CEO Interview
Every issue, Airline Economics profiles one airline – examining its performance over
the past 12 months and its strategy for the following year, including fleet and financing
plans.

Fuel
The largest cost for an airline, fuel remains a constant source of concern for aircraft
operators especially when accurately predicting fuel prices is near to impossible. This
special report sets out the latest advice for managing fuel costs from hedging strategies
and products to innovate fuel saving techniques.
Paris Air Show Round-up
All the orders / All the action / all the reaction

Americas MRO regional review
Lessor CEO interview
Lease rates / Market Values & aircraft data

CLOSING DATES: INSERTIONS AND ORDERS: 5 JULY 2021 | MATERIALS: 6 JULY 2021 | PUBLICATION DATE: 15 JULY 2021
ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION: AIRLINE ECONOMICS GROWTH FRONTIERS DUBAI & NEW YORK 2021

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER ISSUE
Airline Economics Growth Frontiers Dubai
All the news from on the stage and off at the forth Airline Economics Growth Frontiers
Dubai conference, including interviews with all of the winners of the Middle East &
Africa Aviation 100 Awards.

Airline Profile & CEO Interview
Every issue, Airline Economics profiles one airline – examining its performance over
the past 12 months and its strategy for the following year, including fleet and financing
plans.

Airline Economics Growth Frontiers New York
A review of the main themes to emerge from the third annual Airline Economics Growth
Frontiers New York conference, including the winners of the Americas Aviation 100
Awards.

MRO CHINA
A review of the maintenance, repair and overhaul market in China.

Finance Focus: Can Dollar dominance continue?
China is predicted to become the number one global economy within the next five
years, is it now conceivable that the dominance of the dollar currency of the aviation
industry could give way to the RMB?

Lease rates / Market Values & aircraft data

Lessor CEO interview

CLOSING DATES: INSERTIONS AND ORDERS: 5 OCTOBER 2021 | MATERIALS: 12 OCTOBER 2021 | PUBLICATION DATE: 22 OCTOBER 2021
ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION: AIRLINE ECONOMICS GROWTH FRONTIERS HONG KONG 2021

DECEMBER/JANUARY ISSUE
A year in review
We review the past year in the aviation market, which includes an assessment of the
finance and leasing markets and take a check on airline health as we move into 2021.
Asia-Pacific Aviation 100 Awards
We celebrate the winners of the Asia-Pacific awards with a series of interviews and
analysis of all of the Deals of the Year.
Airline Economics Growth Frontiers Asia-Pacific
All the news from on the stage and off at the sixth Airline Economics Growth Frontiers
Asia-Pacific conference held in Hong Kong.
The investor perspective: Regional Aircraft
Airline Economics analyses the regional aircraft market from a performance metrics
point of views as well as a maintenance, aftermarket perspective.

Talent Check
The turn of the year means new starts for many, this well-timed article takes a look
at the aviation industry recruitment market, which also includes the third annual
recruitment survey.
Supply Chain/Logistics
Having a strong and reliable supply chain is essential for any company but it is
particularly so for aircraft and engine manufacturers with large backlogs of orders. We
assess the health of the aviation supply chain and provide some analysis on the main
challenges facing the industry today.
Lessor CEO interview
Lease rates / Market Values & aircraft data

CLOSING DATES: : : INSERTIONS AND ORDERS: 15 NOVEMBER 2021 | MATERIALS: 17 NOVEMBER 2021 | PUBLICATION DATE: 6 DECEMBER 2021
ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION: AIRLINE ECONOMICS GROWTH FRONTIERS DUBLIN 2022
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FINANCEENGINE
& LEASINGYEARBOOK
GUIDE
AERO
The foremost publication for lessors, financiers and airlines
across the globe. Available in print by subscription and online
and in digital formats to all with 13,068 print copies globally
on Airline Economics database – the largest publication
specialising in aviation finance & leasing in the world.
Official publication of Airline Economics events in Dubai,
Hong Kong and Dublin with issues in delegate packs (The
largest finance and leasing shows in the world)
The 2021 Financing and Leasing Guide includes sections on
top aviation financial deals closed throughout the year, all the
news and debate from the leasing community.

PRINT ADVERTISING
Sponsorship package (Details on Request)

£20,400

Outside Back Cover

£5,100

Inside Front Cover

£4,675

Inside Back Cover

£4,675

ROP DPS

£7,646

ROP Full Page

£4,246

DIGITAL MAGAZINE SPONSORSHIP

£10,200

DIGITAL EDITION

Lead Sponsorship (Top & Side Banners)

£6,800

Content Banner (468px X 120px)

£4,250

Skyscraper (120px X 600px)

£3,400

Banner (468px X 120px)

£3,400

UK bookings are subject to VAT

Publication date: 21 January 2021
Closing date for orders and materials: 1 January 2021
Material sizes: 215mm wide x 297mm high (add 3mm on edges for bleed)
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AVIATION
LAW YEARBOOK
AERO
ENGINE
YEARBOOK
This annual publication is the global shop window for law firms
that specialise within the aviation industry. An essential guide
for Lessors, Financiers, MROs and Airlines this carries legal
news and updates and contact details for the leading aero
industry law firms across the globe.
Advertisers will additionally benefit from the opportunity to
submit editorial content for publication.
Official publication of Airline Economics events in Dubai,
Hong Kong and Dublin with issues in delegate packs (The
largest finance and leasing shows in the world).

PRINT ADVERTISING
Sponsorship package (Details on Request)

£20,400

Outside Back Cover

£5,100

Inside Front Cover

£4,675

Inside Back Cover

£4,675

ROP DPS

£7,646

ROP Full Page

£4,246

DIGITAL MAGAZINE SPONSORSHIP

£10,200

DIGITAL EDITION

Lead Sponsorship (Top & Side Banners)

£6,800

Content Banner (468px X 120px)

£4,250

Skyscraper (120px X 600px)

£3,400

Banner (468px X 120px)

£3,400

UK bookings are subject to VAT

Deadline for adverts: 1st December 2021
Deadline for editorial: 1st December 2021
Distribution: Official publication of AE Dublin 2022
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AERO ENGINE
YEARBOOK
AERO
ENGINE
YEARBOOK
The main publication for aero engine and component
manufacturers across the globe. Available in print by
subscription and online and in digital formats to all with 13,068
print copies globally on Airline Economics database
– the largest publication for aviation finance & leasing in the
world.
Official publication of Airline Economics events in Dubai,
Hong Kong and Dublin with issues in delegate packs (The
largest finance and leasing shows in the world).
Official publication of the Airline Economics
MRO Global Expo 2021 Dublin
The Aero Engine Yearbook has sections on all available
engines, data and materials on the engine leasing and trading
market including interviews with all the major engine leasing
CEOs. Currently running at 120 pages.

PRINT ADVERTISING
Sponsorship package (Details on Request)

£20,400

Outside Back Cover

£5,100

Inside Front Cover

£4,675

Inside Back Cover

£4,675

ROP DPS

£7,646

ROP Full Page

£4,246

DIGITAL MAGAZINE SPONSORSHIP

£10,200

Current advertisers include:
RR&PF / AFI-KLM E&M / ELFC / MTU
/ IBERIA MAINTENANCE / DELTA TECH
OPS / AERFIN / APOLLO AVIATION
GROUP / PRATT & WHITNEY

DIGITAL EDITION

Lead Sponsorship (Top & Side Banners)

£6,800

Content Banner (468px X 120px)

£4,250

Skyscraper (120px X 600px)

£3,400

Banner (468px X 120px)

£3,400

UK bookings are subject to VAT

Publication date: 2nd June 2021
Closing date for orders and materials: 18th May 2021
Material sizes: 215mm wide x 297mm high (add 3mm on edges for bleed)

FOR RATES AND ADVERTISING INFORMATION CONTACT TED @ AVIATIONNEWS-ONLINE.COM

MRO GLOBAL
For all MRO service providers this the place for
the industry to discover what is happening on
the MRO scene. New legislation, Innovations,
a “who’s who” of the key contacts in the MRO
world.
Delivered to senior executives within the
airline and leasing sectors.
Available at Airline Economics Conference
events in Dubai, Hong Kong and Dublin
PLUS the official publication of the Airline
Economics MRO Global Expo 2021 Dublin

Contents include features, articles and news
concerning:

PRINT ADVERTISING
Sponsorship package (Details on Request)

£20,400

Outside Back Cover

£5,100

Inside Front Cover

•

Line Maintenance

£4,675

•

Heavy Maintenance

Inside Back Cover

£4,675

•

Regional News

ROP DPS

£7,646

•

Engines

ROP Full Page

£4,246

DIGITAL MAGAZINE SPONSORSHIP

£10,200

•

Interiors

•

IT

•

Futures

•

Parts

DIGITAL EDITION

Lead Sponsorship (Top & Side Banners)

£6,800

Content Banner (468px X 120px)

£4,250

•

Painting

Skyscraper (120px X 600px)

£3,400

•

Regulatory aspects

Banner (468px X 120px)

£3,400

UK bookings are subject to VAT

Publication date: Four issues per year - January, April, August, October 2021

FOR RATES AND ADVERTISING INFORMATION CONTACT TED @ AVIATIONNEWS-ONLINE.COM

RESEARCH
AERO
ENGINE YEARBOOK
Airline Economics has unique access to a wide pool of investors, airlines, lessors, financiers and other
decision-makers thanks to its stable of respected and successful global events. We have used our unique
contact database and broad market contacts to provide insights to various sectors of the market from our
flagship industry leaders survey (published in Jan 2021), to talent and skills assessment as well as bespoke
research and surveys for aviation related companies from around the world.
Branded and effective thought leadership is a proven differentiator in the aviation sector, which
can establish an organisation as an authority in a particular field to generate brand awareness and
commercial returns.
Insightful and professional thought leadership significantly improves understanding of a specific facet of the
industry, often challenging underlying assumptions and received wisdom.
Airline Economics Research works alongside organisations, customers, partners and stakeholders to
develop thinking and new ideas that benefit all parties. Thought leadership combines the best of applied
research, PR, marketing and sales, to serve new business development delivered in a wide variety
of mediums.

FOR RATES AND ADVERTISING INFORMATION CONTACT TED @ AVIATIONNEWS-ONLINE.COM

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP SERVICES

Airline Economics Research can produce:
• Bespoke surveys and research reports
Surveys and research reports can be targeted to specific geographical areas, management rank or
company type. We use a variety of online, phone and face-to-face interviews with our contacts to
generate a wealth of rich content.
• Articles
We can produce articles for your intranet, client-facing newsletters and websites to your specifications
• Press releases
No time or resources to develop your own press releases? We can produce and distribute them for you.
• Blogs
Blogs and other social media sites are a great way to get your messages out to the broader market,
but often time poor companies don’t have time to create hard hitting blog posts and sparkling online
content – let our team of writers help take the pressure off developing content.

FOR RATES AND ADVERTISING INFORMATION CONTACT TED @ AVIATIONNEWS-ONLINE.COM

AVIATION LIFE MAGAZINE

DISTRIBUTION
All delegates staying in the conference hotels receive a printed copy
in their rooms. All registered delegates receive a digital online version
plus printed copies in delegate bags.
Frequency
Five issues a year to match our events
• Dublin (January and May)
• London (May)
• Dubai (October)
• New York City (October)
• Hong Kong (November)

MAGAZINE SPECIFICATIONS
The magazine trim size is 245mm wide x 342mm high.
Custom size ad specifications can be notified at time of quotation.
Preferred format: Adobe Acrobat PDFs
PDFs must be generated from professional DTP applications
(QuarkXpress, InDesign, etc.). Please note that PDFs generated from
Microsoft Office applications are not suitable for reproduction in print
publications.
PDFs should use the PDF 1.4 compression standard (Acrobat 5
compatible) or the PDF/X1a standard.
Files should be composite PDF, CMYK colour space (please do not
use spot colours within PDFs unless by prior arrangement. Files
should not contain RGB images.
Files should contain one artwork piece per PDF Images: Colour
bitmaps CMYK, effective resolution 300dpi Monochrome bitmaps
(linework) 1200dpi
Please add 3mm (0.118”) bleed on all edges of full-page artwork.
Include crop marks, offset by 10pt.
The creator must apply any trapping requirements regarding overprint
and knockout. Specific trapping requirements must be highlighted
prior to supply. A hard copy proof must be supplied which has been
generated from the PDF file.
A colour match proof is required for colour checking, other proofs will
be used for content checking only. File content is the responsibility of
the originator.
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AVIATION LIFE MAGAZINE

SECTIONS & EDITORIAL CALENDAR

PRINT ADVERTISING

Technology

Sponsorship package (Details on Request)

£20,400

•

Outside Back Cover

£5,100

Inside Front Cover

£4,675

Inside Back Cover

£4,675

ROP DPS

£7,646

ROP Full Page

£4,246

DIGITAL MAGAZINE SPONSORSHIP

£10,200

All the latest news in tech, from new gadgets and products to
social media and innovative developments in business processes
and services. Some example include: voice recognition and
other uses for biometrics artificial intelligence; commercial
space flight; digitalisation, and many more.

Travel
•
•
•

•

•
•

Reader photos from their travels
Diary entry from a reader/client/advertiser about their
particular city
Business city guides / local views, advice / one- hour, halfday and full-day sightseeing advice & tips / airport guide /
hotel reviews
Food & Drink – recommended eateries and bars from the area
from readers/clients/advertisers good for client entertainment
and for family time.
Shopping
Adventure – escape the hotel with these suggested activities

DIGITAL EDITION

Lead Sponsorship (Top & Side Banners)

£6,800

Content Banner (468px X 120px)

£4,250

Skyscraper (120px X 600px)

£3,400

Banner (468px X 120px)

£3,400

UK bookings are subject to VAT

Trending
•

Hot topics related to the country or city destination, aviation
industry or global business world. These feature articles will
include celebrity interviews, product and/or book reviews,
company or individual profiles, insights into new areas such as
cryptocurrencies, Brexit, economics and risk.

Living
•
•
•

Fashion & Style
Food & Drink
Home décor and design

CONTACTS
EDITORIAL

VICTORIA TOZER-PENNINGTON
+44 (0) 1782 757 412
victoria@aviationnews-online.com
ADVERTISING

PHILIP TOZER-PENNINGTON
+44 (0) 1782 619 888
philipt@aviationnews-online.com
TED TOMLIN
+44 (0) 1782 757 416
ted@aviationnews-online.com

@ AVIATIONNEWS-ONLINE.COM
FOR FOR
RATES
EDITORIAL
AND ADVERTISING
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
CONTACT VICTORIA
CONTACT@
TED
AVIATIONNEWS-ONLINE.COM

Airline Economics

MRO Global

LEASING MRO
Airline Economics
Dublin Aviation Summit / Leasing MRO

AERO
ENGINE
YEARBOOK
THE DUBLIN
AVIATION
SUMMIT
SPONSORSHIP

RDS Dublin - 11-12 May 2021

As well as exhibiting at the show, you can maximise your exposure
with some exclusive sponsorship opportunities which are available on
a strictly first come-first served basis:

We are delighted to bring together Global decision makers from
leading MROs, Financial Sectors and Asset Managers from across
the industry under one roof for the second time.

Sponsorship
on your aisle)

Using our unique contacts, this is an exciting opportunity to reach a
high quality audience of visitors and exhibitors. If you only exhibit at
one show in 2021, Airline Economics Dublin Aviation Summit is the
one show where you need to be seen.
Dublin, at the heart of the aviation leasing industry, is the ideal location
to launch this event. The RDS-Dublin is a world class venue and being
close to the city centre has a wealth of quality accommodation and
transport links making this a convenient exhibition for exhibitors and
delegates alike.

of

an

aisle

(two

branded

Sponsorship of the Conference Area
Sponsorship of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barista Coffee Shop
Ceiling Hanging Signage
Restaurant Sponsorship
Bar Sponsorship
VIP Area Sponsorship
Exhibitor Lounge Sponsorship
Floor Tiles

Four halls full of global purchasing power from some the biggest
names in the industry

THE SHOW WILL FEATURE:
•

Engines

•

MRO

•

IT

•

Interiors

•

Composites

•

Asset Management & Aircraft Lifecycle School

•

Technical Training and Recruitment Seminar

•

Meet the Buyer

INCLUDED IN EXHIBITING PACKAGES:
•
•
•

Company profile within the official showguide
Company profile on the show website
High profile coverage and support through our industry leading
publications and digital products

2021 Shell Scheme Exhibition Rates
BOOTH SIZE (SQM)

PRICE ($)

6
8
9
12
15
16
18
20
21
24
27
28
30
36
42
48

3,162
3,277
3,737
4,542
4,887
5,347
6,037
6,670
7,187
7,475
7,992
8,337
8,797
9,487
10,637
11,270

This show offers great value for money for budgets of every size:
3x2 Shell Scheme Booth

$3162

For larger exhibitors we have a limited number of “Feature Island”
locations which are positioned in high profile areas
(Space only) 		

$234.78 per metre

Prices exclude VAT
NO BOOKING FORMS REQUIRED, CALL TODAY
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floor

tiles

AIRLINE ECONOMICS AND MRO GLOBAL
ADVERTISING RATES & SIZES
AIRLINE ECONOMICS
GB £

EURO €

US DOLLAR $

1-2X

3-5X

6+

1-2X

3-5X

6+

1-2X

3-5X

6+

Double Page

£11,050

£9,350

£8,500

€ 13,275

€ 11,225

€ 10,200

$14,820

$12,550

$11,400

Full Page

£5,670

£5,075

£4,625

€ 6,825

€ 6,100

€ 5,550

$7,600

$6,800

$6,200

Half Page

£3,995

£3,575

£3,250

€ 4,800

€ 4,300

€ 3,900

$5,355

$4,800

$4,355

Third Page

£2,360

£2,150

£1,950

€ 2,850

€ 2,595

€ 2,350

$3,175

$2,885

$2,625

Quarter Page

£2,175

£1,950

£1,775

€ 2,625

€ 2,350

€ 2,150

$2,920

$2,625

$2,375

Banner AD

£1,950

£1,750

£1,575

€ 2,350

€ 2,110

€ 1,890

$2,625

$2,350

$2,120

Digital magazine sponsorship

£3,050

£2,750

£2,515

€ 3,675

€ 3,300

€ 3,018

$4,100

$3,690

$3,375

Premium postions: +25% on the published rate and booked on a first come, first served basis
Bespoke packages can be designed to your specific needs please contact ted@aviationnews-online.com

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
GB £

EURO €

US DOLLAR $

PER ANNUM

MONTHLY

PER ANNUM

MONTHLY

PER ANNUM

MONTHLY

Lead Sponsorship (Top & Side
Banners)

£40,800

£6,800

€ 48,975

€ 8,175

$54,675

$9,120

Content Banner (468px X 120px)

£25,500

£4,250

€ 30,600

€ 5,100

$34,175

$5,700

Skyscraper (120px X 600px)

£20,400

£3,400

€ 24,495

€ 4,100

$27,350

$4,575

Banner (468px X 120px)

£20,400

£3,400

€ 24,495

€ 4,100

$27,350

$4,575

SOLUS

JOINT (MAX 3)

SOLUS

JOINT (MAX 3)

SOLUS

JOINT (MAX 3)

Webinar

£9,000

£4,500

€ 10,800

€ 5,400

$12,060

$6,030

Podcast

£7,500

N/A

€ 9,000

N/A

$10,050

N/a

WEBINARS & PODCASTS
GB £

EURO €

US DOLLAR $

JOURNALS AND YEARBOOKS
FINANCE & LEASING GUIDE

AERO ENGINE YEARBOOK

AVIATION LAW YEARBOOK

GBP £

EURO €

USD $

GBP £

EURO €

USD $

GBP £

EURO €

USD $

Sponsorship package (Details on
Request)

£20,400

€ 24,495

$27,350

£20,400

€ 24,495

$27,350

£20,400

€ 24,495

$27,350

Outside Back Cover

£5,100

€ 6,130

$6,850

£5,100

€ 6,130

$6,850

£5,100

€ 6,130

$6,850

Inside Front Cover

£4,675

€ 5,625

$6,265

£4,675

€ 5,625

$6,265

£4,675

€ 5,625

$6,265

Inside Back Cover

£4,675

€ 5,625

$6,265

£4,675

€ 5,625

$6,265

£4,675

€ 5,625

$6,265

ROP DPS

£7,646

€ 9,175

$10,250

£7,646

€ 9,175

$10,250

£7,646

€ 9,175

$10,250

ROP Full Page

£4,246

€ 5,100

$5,695

£4,246

€ 5,100

$5,695

£4,246

€ 5,100

$5,695

Digital Magazine Sponsorship

£10,200

€ 12,250

$13,675

£10,200

€ 12,250

$13,675

£10,200

€ 12,250

$13,675

Bespoke packages can be designed to your specific needs please contact ted@aviationnews-online.com

FOR RATES AND ADVERTISING INFORMATION CONTACT TED @ AVIATIONNEWS-ONLINE.COM

ADVERTISING INFORMATION

Preferred format: Adobe Acrobat PDFs
PDFs must be generated from professional DTP applications
(QuarkXpress, InDesign, etc.). Please note that PDFs generated from
Microsoft Office applications are not suitable for reproduction in print
publications.
PDFs should use the PDF 1.4 compression standard (Acrobat 5
compatible) or the PDF/X1a standard.
Files should be composite PDF, CMYK colour space (please do not use
spot colours within PDFs unless by prior arrangement. Files should not
contain RGB images.
Files should contain one artwork piece per PDF Images:
Colour bitmaps CMYK, effective resolution 300dpi
Monochrome bitmaps (linework) 1200dpi
Please add 3mm (0.118”) bleed on all edges of full-page artwork.
Include crop marks, offset by 10pt.
The creator must apply any trapping requirements regarding overprint
and knockout. Specific trapping requirements must be highlighted
prior to supply. A hard copy proof must be supplied which has been
generated from the PDF file.
A colour match proof is required for colour checking, other proofs will
be used for content checking only. File content is the responsibility of
the originator.

SENDING DIGITAL ARTWORK MATERIALS
We can also accept artwork files via FTP, by prior arrangement.
Please note we no longer accept advertising film.

DOUBLE PAGE
TYPE

297mm

NB: Artwork supplied which does not comply with the above standards
may be subject to modification. Aviation News Ltd cannot guarantee
that modified artwork will be reproduced as intended by the supplier.
Aviation News Ltd is not liable for compensation regarding the
reproduction of noncompliant artwork.

DOUBLE PAGE
TRIM

430mm

Tiff or JPEG images (300dpi at the required print size).
EPS files (please convert fonts to outlines).

ADVERTISING TERMS & CONDITIONS
Discounts are available for multiple bookings made in print and online.
Up to 15% commission is granted only to recognised media agencies
that supply completed artwork copy material, in PDF format preferably.
UK advertisers’ insertions are subject to VAT.
Prices for inserts, CDs and reprints are available by request.
Quotes for gatefold covers, sequential pages, belly-wraps and other
custom advertisements are available by request. Production of new
advertisement artwork copy may be charged at cost. Correcting or
altering existing artwork may be charged at cost.
An insertion order agreement form must accompany all advertisement
insertions booked.
Invoices are payable within 30 days of receipt of publication. Payments
can be made by bank transfer or company cheque (£ Sterling, $ US
Dollars or € Euros). Advertisers must use a set currency. Our rates
are fixed each year and will not be altered with fluctuating currency
exchanges rates.
Advertisers are responsible for the on-time delivery of digital artwork
copy material. Advertisers are also responsible for advising us of an
artwork copy changes or repeat instructions, in time for our deadlines.
Artwork will be returned by request only. After 12 months it may be
disposed of.
Late payments may be subject to surcharge or other action, as deemed
necessary.
Cancellations or transfers of advertisement insertions can only be
accepted if written notification is received not less than two months
prior to the relevant issue booking deadline. If insufficient notice is
provided a penalty of 100 per cent of the agreed rate may be charged,
or a short-rate may be imposed.

436mm

FULL
PAGE
TYPE
215mm

FULL
PAGE
TRIM

300mm*

DIGITAL FORMATS & FILE SPECIFICATIONS

297mm

Custom size ad specifications can be notified at time of quotation.

If you are unable to supply PDFs in compliance with the above
standards, we also accept files in the following formats:

303mm

The magazine trim size is 297mm high x 215mm wide.

218mm*

205mm

125mm

60mm

1/2
PAGE
VERTICAL

225mm

1/2 PAGE
HORIZONTAL

125mm

*bleed size = 3mm
1/4
PAGE
VERITCAL

1/4 PAGE
HORIZONTAL

100mm

205mm

100mm

FOR RATES AND ADVERTISING INFORMATION CONTACT DINO @ AVIATIONNEWS-ONLINE.COM

